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Course Objective:  

The goals of  this course are two-fold: first, to give participants advanced training in wildlife 
cinematography techniques, and second, to expose them to the most diverse community of  
plants and wildlife anywhere on the planet. This course emphasizes field exercises and learning 
over classroom-based lectures on theory. Gain experience filming a range of  wildlife – any 
number of  the 500+ species of  birds, 11 primate species, snakes, caiman, turtles, insects, and 
much more – guided by experienced tropical biologists. Additionally, you will work on a special 
assignment to practice documentary-style filming of  field biologists at work in the Amazon. 

The course is taught by EMMY award-winning cinematographer, Robin Cox, and drone and 
sound lab expert, Keshav Sishta in conjunction with experienced field biologists, Mrinalini 
Watsa and Gideon Erkenswick, of  Field Projects International 

The course is organized around several key modules with an overall goal of  exposing each 
student to film making in a variety of  contexts in the rainforest. These modules include but are 
not limited to: 

• Safety and ethics when working with wildlife, and why it is important to know the history and 
conservation concerns associated with the area. 

• Filming a range of  subjects, under conditions that are realistic and challenging, such as: 

• from boats on oxbow lakes (potential subjects: anacondas, bats, hoatzins, giant river otters, 
and tiger herons), 

• from a 60-m tall canopy tower (potential subjects: oropendolas, spider monkeys, macaws, 
parrots, and the vast Amazon rainforest), 

• on the 25-km long trail system (subjects: primates, terrestrial mammals such as armadillos, 
tapirs, tayras and maybe even some cats), 

• off  the trail system (no-man’s-land). 

• Experience recreating a sound lab to add convincing audio tracks to your film 

• Experience filming with drones 

• The creation of  a short documentary film (planned, executed, cut and edited on site), that 
highlights research conducted at the site by FPI – the best way to practice the complete art of  
natural history filmmaking. 
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TOPIC OF STUDY ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

I. Introduction

Site description, conservation, 
safety and ethics

Lecture Introduction to the field biologists and 
cinematography specialists

Examination of  equipment, and basic 
film capabilities assessments

Demo A review of  each student’s film kit via a short 
assessment in the field

Introduction to wildlife 
cinematography

Lecture General overview of  the workshop goals and 
expectations

II. Navigation & recording spatial data

Basic functions of  a handheld GPS 
and compass

Demo Getting familiar with the most important 
pieces of  equipment you will have in the field

Waypoint and track data and how they 
are used

Exercise Hike into the forest and learn how to never 
be lost off-trail

III. Setting the scene Demo Broad shots, panning, landscapes

Sunset and lookout practice Exercise Lighting and framing your shot

Species overview, filming challenges, 
technique instructions

Demo Interactive workshop with field biologists 
introducing target species, and 
cinematography instructors explaining 
techniques and tricks to obtain the shot

IV. Shooting moving targets from a distance

Ox-bow lake blind session Exercise Attempt to shoot lake-bound species in 
natural habitat using boats to navigate. 
Targets: hoatzin, anacondas, tiger herons

On zoom lenses and focus Demo Tips and tricks on tracking moving subjects

Filming the rainforest and canopy Demo Lighting, moving targets, from the top of  a 
rainforest canopy tower

V. Slow-moving targets and close-ups

Slow-moving targets Demo Tips on handling, placement, angles, and 
shot refinement 
Targets: reptiles, amphibians and insects

Close-ups Demo Tips on handling, placement, angles, and 
shot refinement 
Targets: small birds in hand

VI. Drone-based cinematography and sound

Drones - an introduction to one of  the 
newest filming tools

Demo Experiment with filming from a unique 
perspective

An introduction to sound Demo Create audio tracks using multi-channel 
recorders and directional mikes
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Daily Schedule: 
Please note that all activities are subject to the weather.  Invariably, the order of  activities will 
change slightly and in extreme circumstances certain modules may have to be canceled entirely. 

Day 0: 

• Arrive in Puerto Maldonado, Peru 

Day 1: 

• Depart Puerto Maldonado for CICRA 

• Brief  tour of  the campsite 

• Discussion on Safety, Ethics, and Rules 

Day 2:  

• Forest trail system 

• Navigation and orienteering 

• Intro to target species and challenges 

• Setting the scene 

Day 3:  

• Ox-bow lake filming 

• Night hike 

• Zoom lenses 

Day 4: 

• Ox-bow lake filming (second lake) 

• Intro to macro filming 

Day 5: 

• Mist-netting birds and closeup filming 

• Filming from a canopy tower 

• Drone-based cinematography 

• Storylines and wildlife film ethics 

Day 6: 

• Macro: insects, reptiles, & amphibians 

• Filming from a canopy tower 

• Drone-based cinematography 

• Planning the documentary short 

Day 7 & 8: 

• Shadow a researcher 

• Gather footage for the short film 

• Sound lab, cut footage 

Day 9: 

• Final editing, presentation 

Day 10: 

• Last day - return to PEM

VII. Documentary Short Assignment

Storylines and plots Exercise Plan a team-led project, guided by 
instructors, on an aspect of  scientific research 
conducted at the site 

Shadow and film a research team at 
work

Exercise Learn to unobtrusively document scientific 
research on primate subjects  

Cut the film Exercise Learn how to stitch footage together and 
layer audio, all in time to present the final clip 
to the entire field station

TOPIC OF STUDY ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
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